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i'UTIOI?XL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FORAEROIW.7I'ICS 

TECHNICAL ITOTE NO. 1693 

EFFECTOFPRESS~RECOVERYOI'?THE PERFORMAI?CX 

By Frederick H. Hanson, Jr. and Emmet A. Mossman 

A study has been IDE&J to evaluate the effect of pressure recovery , 
on the perfomnce of a typical Jet engine and of a typical jet- 
propelled fighter airplane. It was found that the pressure-recovery 
efficiency of an airplane air-induction system is best represented by 
r-recovery ratio, which is the ratio of the impact pressure recovered 
to the impact pressure available. The effect of ram-recovery ratio 
on the net thrust and on the specific fuel consumption of a turbojet 
engine was calculated for various speeds and for altitudes from sea 
level to 40,000 feet. The resulting changes in IBXimUm epeed, range, . 
and climbing performance of the airplane are indicated. 

For an airplane flying 650 miles per hour at sea level, an 
increase in rarkrecovery ratio from 0.70 to 0.90 will result in an 
18.+percent increase in net thrust and a g.>percent decrease in 
6p8CifiC fU81 consumption. From these and other similar effects 
indicated in the performance analysis, it would appear that the 
attainment of high ram recovery should be given magor consideration. 
The analysis shqs further that ram recovery will become of greater 
importance in obtaining optimum performance as airplanes are developed 
which have higher dragdivergence Mach numbers and which utilize mre 
powerful Jet engines. 

IIWRODUCTIOW 

Because Of the development Of th8 turbojet engine and increasing 
airplane speeds, the problem of taking in the air and ducting it to 
the compressor inlet with a minimum pressure loss has assumed a 
greater im&ortance. This increased significance is due to the thermo- 
dynamic cycle of the Jet engine, the power OUtpUt being a fUIYCtiOn Of 
the total pressure and temperature of the air at the compr8ssor inlet. 

. 
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Performance estimates that have been made for airplanes using turbc+ 
jet engines usualLLy assume a Constant pr8ssure9ecovery efficiency. 
while this assumptfon is reasonable for a partiotir air-induction 
system (air intake and internal ducting to the compressor inlet), it 
do8s not allow the designer sufficient latitude for determining the 
effect of pressure--loss variations. 

The purpose Of this investigation WELS to evaluate the ZbIpOrtaIEe 
of the pressure-recovery efficiency of the aircintake system, and 
determine its effect on the performance of a typical ,jet-prOpeU8d 
airplane. To nralse the study, a parameter was Selected which ade- 
quately fndicated the efficiency of the six-induction system. 

SYMBOIS . 

The symbols used throughout this report are defined as follows: 

cP 

F 

g 

H 

M 

N 

P 

9 

T 

t 

V 

wa 

Y 

specific heat at constant pressure, Btu'e per pound per degree 
Rankine 

thrust, pounds 

gravitational acceleration, feet per second per second 

total pressure, pounds per square foot 

Mach number 

engine rotational speed, revolutions per minute 

static pressure, -pounds per square foot 

dynamic pressure, Rounds per square foot 

total temperature, degrees Rankine 

static temperature, degrees Rankine 

velocitq, feet per second 

air flow to turbojet engine, pounds per second 

ratio of specific heat at constant pressure to specific heat 
at constant volums 
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(1 -I- rl)=(l + f + fg + g--b* . . . > 
Subscripts 

0 free-stream conditions 

1 conditions at the compressor inlet 

DISCUSSION 

Efficiency Parameters for Air-Induction Systems 

Air entering the air-induction system of a turbojet airplane 
usually undergoes diffusion which increases the pressure and temperature 
while substantially reducing the air velocity relative to the air-plane. 
Many parameters have been used to indicate the efficiency of this 
compression process. Of these numerous parameters, rmecovery ratio 
was selected as most suitable for presenting the pressure losses of 
an ail--induction system. The reasons for this choice will be 
discussed; and other commonly used parameters will be reviewed and 
compared with ram-recovery ratio. 

c 

It was considered that an efficiency parameter, to adequately 
indicate the pressure losses of an air-induction system, should have 
the following characteristics: 

1. Be readily measurable 

2. Rave a maximum‘value of unity (or 100 percent) to indicate 
the maximum possible theoretical efficiency, or the case 
of zero pressure loss 

3- Remain essentially constant for the subsonic-speed range 
(provided there are no energy losses due either to shock 
formation or separation resulting from changes in Reynolds 
number) 

Rasrrecovery ratio.- A parameter, used by many to indicate the 

performance of an air-induction system, especially at Mach numbers 
up to 1.0, is the ratio of the impact (or ram) pressure recovered to 

the impact pressure available 
(22) 

The mximumvalue of this 

parameter cannot be greater than 1.0; and it is readily measurable. 
To determine the constancy of ram-recovery ratio with Mach number, 

. 
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experimental data have been used. .These date were obtained by 
I?eumsnn (reference 1) from tests of diffusers at high subsonic speeds. 
It may be aeenln figure 1 that ramecovery ratio, cpmputed from 
these test results, varied negligibly up to a Mach number of 0.90. 
A similar negligible change was found for a pllach nuniber range from 
0.30 to 0.875 in tests of an NACA submerged-inlet installation. W 
recovery ratio, therefore, meets completely the criteria previously 
listed. 

Dynamic pressur~ecovery ratio.- El -30 The quantity q. or 

1 -a is sometimes used in presenting pressure losses, especially 
g0 

. 

at low subsonic Mach numbers. It has, however, several disadvantages. 

The ratio "- 'o can have values either less or greater than 1.0, 
90 

the latter usually being the case for high Mach numbers and low pressure 
losses. Figure 1 shows that, for a given air-induction system, this 
representation of the experimental pressure losses does not remin 
constant with increasing Mo. Dynamic pressure-recovery ratio is related l 

to ranrrecovery ratio by the compressibility factor (1 + q). 
. . 

Total-pressure ratio.- One parameter-which has direct application 
in turbpjet-performance calculations is the ratio of the total pressure 
at the compressor inlet to the free-stream total pressure, =lb,. 
It is related to ranerecovery ratio by the foilowing expression: 

Y 
=I - pQ 

1 
(+2~p -1 1 +l 3 5 =* - PO =o Y - * (1 + y+ Mo2)7-1 

which is derived in Appen&Lx A. The computed variation of this 
relationship is shown in figure 2. Total-pressure ratio has the 
disadvantage in that ex$erimentel losses of a given air-induction 

' system presented in this form vary with MBch number considerably more 
than if they were given as ramecovery ratios. (See fig. 1.) 

- 

Pressure ratio.- The ratio of total 
P 

ressure at the compressor 
inlet to the ambient-static pressure H1 p. is, in most turbojet- 

engine-performance =nuals, directly applicable for computation of 
net thrust, air flow, and specific fuel. consumption. Its relationship 
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l - to ranrrecovery ratio is presented in figure 3. The experimental 
air-jnduction-system pressure losses given in terms of H1/po do not 
remainconstantwithMa&nuniber, andare not sho%nonfigurel 
because of their relatively large values in comparison with the other 
parameters. For present day a-induction systems this ratio would 
have a value greater than 1.0, which for denoting an efficiency is 
not desirable. 

Enerm ratio.- Another parellleter that is sometimss used is the 

energy ratio. It is defined as the amount of kinetic energy recovered 
by'the air-induction system divided by the kinetic energy available 
in the air stream relative to the airplane. This ratio is derived 
in Appendix B and may be written as 

7-l 

. . 

. . 

Energy ratio = l- 
(Y-1; q2 

The variation of this energy ratio with Mach number for constant 
values of ran+re covery ratio is shown in figure 4. The energy ratio 
has been tiown under e variety of different names end forms. Some 
authors refer to it as an energy efficiency, while others call it 
a diffuser efficiency. It is equivalent to the adiabatic compression 
efficiency commonly used to denote supercharger and blower performance. 
(See reference 2.) 

The principal disadvantage of using energy ratio to present 
air-inductior+system losses is that it involves relatively compliceted 
computation. Figure 1 shows that exper@tental losses given in this 
manner have 8 slightly greater variation with Mach number than does 
ram-recovery ratio. 

From the preceding r&m6 of the paralnsters used to indicate 
the efficiency with which air is ducted from outside the airplane to 
some station inside (such as the compressor inlet), it would appear 

.rj 

that ras+recovery ratio is the only parameter that satisfies all the 
criteria previously mentioned. 

$? 

. . I:, 
\.., 4 

Effect of RarpAecovery RatWon the 
\.q ( 

Perforce of e Turbojet Engine 3 
x4 

: 
The effect of ranrrecovery ratio on turbojetingine performancG\, 

was calculated for an engine representative of those in use today. + 
This propulsion engine had a thrust of 4000 pounds, an air consumption I 

of 73.0 pounds per second, and a specific fuel consumption of 1.08pounds 
per hour per pound of thrust, et the noninal static rating (7700 rpm). 

From the concepts of flow similarity, inertia forces, elastic 
forces, and thermal expansion of the working fluid in the jet-propulsion 

-. - 
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engine, certain basic dimmsionless pmameters have been derived In 
reference 3. By using constsnts of proportionality, these dime.nsioxiLess 
parameters are changed tc "corrected pBTBmet,ers." The "corrected" 
paras&ers have been used by engine manufecturers to represent the 
gross thrust, air+flow rate, and fuel-4.ow rate es functioxu3 of engine 
speed. Front the total temperatures and pressures at the compressor 
inlet, actual values of gross thrust, air .flow, and fuel flow lnay 
be computed for any specific condftion. A8 nrentioned in referance 3, 
actual ground tests at various simulated altitudes and flight #ach 
nun&era have substantiated the validity of this method. 

As adiabatic flow has been assumsil in this analysis, the rise in 
pressure occurring in the air-;lnduction system till d8p8nd only ou 
the Mach numb81 and on the efficiency with which the flow process 
takes pkC8. !Che total temperature ratio between the diffused and 
the ambient air will depend solely on the airplane Hach llUPib8r. 
@slcuLations of the performance of a typical jet engine wBre lgade for ' 
various altitudes and airspeeds by determ$ning for these conditions 
th8 total t8mpereture and, for various ram-rrecovery ratios, the total 
preseure &t the com&essor inlet. 

Net thrust at constant speed was computed using the basic 
performance charts of the representetive tu??bOj8t engine and ths 
relist ion 

F net = ( =gross - p) - [~+(~)]*AH 

-. 

-. 

_. 

On the right+and side of this equation the quantities in the first 
parentheses represent the net thrust for a given altitude and airspeed 
with nc pressure losses in the duct system, while the qUantitie8 in 
the brecksts represent the change in gross thrust and in ram drag 
resulting from pressure losses in the duct system. Bpecific fuel 
consumption was computed in a manner analagous to that used in computing 
net thrust. 

With the assumption that the jet engine was operating at rated 
rotatlonal speed, the msximum available net thrust and the specific 
fuel consumption were c-u-ted for true airspeeds up to 650 miles 
per hour, altitudes from sea level to 40,000 feet, and -ecovery 
ratios fron 0 to 1.00. (See figs. 5 and 6.) These figures indicate 
that the effect of ramrecovery ratio on net thrust and specific fu81 
consumption is smsll at low subsonic sp8eds, the effect becoming more 
pronounced, however, at moderate and high subsonic speeds. 

. 

From ffgure 7 it my be seen that for an increase in ranrrecovery 
I 
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ratio from 0.70 to 0.90, the percentage &a&e in net thrust and 
specific fuel consumption increas+s as the airspeed increases. This 

increase becomes less pronounce$Ps the altitude is increased from 
sea level to 40,000 feet. -- 

Figure 8 shows that, while the percent loss in net thrust varies 
almost linearly with raerecovery ratio, the rate of change of specific 
fuel consumption with ram recovery is greater at the lower values of 
this ratio. Therefore, for a given change in ram-recovery ratio, 
operation of an air-induction system in the high range of ram-recovery 
ratios would not affect specific fuel consumption as greatly as would 
operatiqn in the low raerecovery ratio range. The effect of 
increasing altitude was to reduce the percentage change in both net 
thrust and specific fuel consumption. . 

'* 

Further examination of figure 8 indicates that for a constant 
ramTecovery ratio, a change in airspeed has a large effect on net 
thrust and specific fuel consumption. This result can be explained 
by the fact that for a given loss in ram-recovery ratio the percentage 
loss in total pressure at the compressor inlet is greater at high 
speeds than at low speeds. For example, a decrease from 0.9 to 0.70 
in ram-recovery ratio lowers the total pressure 7.8 percent for 
650 miles per hour and only 1.4 percent for 250 miles per hour. 

, 
The Effect of Ram-Recovery Ratio on the 

Performance of a Turbojet Airplane 

The airplane chosen for these performance calculations was a 
typical military fighter. This type of aircraft w&s selected since 
it requires maximum performance for all flight conditions. The fighter 
selected, a single-place single--engine airplane-with conventional wing 
and tail arrangement together with data required for these perfome 
calculations, is shown in figure 9. 

The assumed lift and drag characteristi& of this airplane are 
shown in figure 10, and the total drag of the airplane at various 
altitudes is presented in figure 11. These total drag curves, and 
the curves for net thrust and specific fuel consumption presented in 
figures 5 and 6, were used in calculating the performance of the airplane 
for ran+recovery ratios of 0, 0.20, 0.40, 0.60, 0.80, and,l.CC. Where 
necessary, the variation of gross wei-ght was corisldered in the performance 
ca1clilati0ns. 

Maximum speed and speed for best climb.- The values of maximum speed 

were determined from the intersection of the curves representing 

. 
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thrust~available and drag. An example of this 'procedure is shown 
in figure ll, the thrust values used being for the condition of 

=L - p. 

=o - PO 
- 1.00. 

Both the maximum speed and the speed for best climb are shown, 
in figure 12, to be adversely affected by a decrease in the ram- 
recovery ratio. The speed for best climb increases with altitude, 
approaching the maximum level flight speed at the absolute ceiling 
where they are equivalent. As the ram-recovery ratio decreases, the 
absolute ceiling becomes lower. 

It may be seen from figure 13 that the effect of a change in 
altitude on percent decrease in maximum speed is less at a high r&e 
recovery ratio than et a low ranrrecovery ratio. 

The maximum speed of this typical airplane occurs near sea level. 
However/the Mach number at which nmximum speed is obtained is increased 
at altitudes above sea level. This is shown in the following table: 

Rarerecovery rat fo Mach number et V 

=I -p. 
=o - PO Sea level 20,000 feet 40,000 feet 

0.20 0.670 0.731 0.709 
.60 -725 -768 -751 

1.00 0767 l 799 .784 

By comparing these valuee'with their corresponding level flight drag 
coefficients (fig. lo), it might be expected that the altitude for 
maximum speed would v&y if the airplane drag characteristics were 
eltered. Figure 14 shows that the maximum speed would occur at a 
higher altitude if the Mach number for drag divergence, as shown in 
figure 10, were increased. For this condition, and for renrrecovery 
ratios above 0.30, the speed of-the airplane is greater at kO,CCO feet 
than at sea level. It may also be seen in figure 14 that a given 
change in ram recovery ratio produces a greater change in maximum speed 
if the Mach number for drag divergence is increased. The effect of 
ram-recovery ratio becomes even greater when it is essumed that the 
airplane having these improved drag characteristics is powered by a 
!3000-poirna-static-thrust jet engine instead of a &NlO-pound engfne.l 

lit was assumed that the ordinates of fi 
ratio of the sea-level static thrusts 
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. .* Consequently, the raprecovery ratio of the air-induction system will 
assume a greater importance as airplanes are developed which have 
higher critical Mach numbers and which are propelled by more powerful 
jet engines. 

Figures 12 and 13 also show that pressure losses in the air- 
tiduction system affect the best climbing speed more at sea level 
than at 40,000 feet. This is a consequence of the variation of 
available thrust with ram-recovery ratio and altitude (fig. 5) and 
the variation of total drag with velocity and altitude (fig. 11). 
The climbing performance'is a function of these mutually interdependent 

. factors, which are in turn functions of a given airplane and jet engine. 

Rate of climb and time to climb.- The computed rate of climb and 
time to climb in relation to altitude and to ram-recovery ratio for 
the typical airplane are shown in figure 15. The rate of climb of 
the airplane -is decreased by a constant reduction in ram-recovery 
ratio to a greater extent at sea level than at. kO,OOC feet. However, 
the percent change is greater at 4-0,000 feet. (see fig. 16.) 

. The time to climb to a given altitude is decreased by increasing 
. the ranrrecovery ratio. As an example, if the.rarjn-recovery ratio of 

the air-induction system is increased from 0.70 to 0.90, the typical 
- fighter airplane would reach an altitude of ~,CX30 feet in 11.4 minutes 

instead of in 13 minutes. In addition, the fuel conspmed in climb5ng 
to 40,000 feet would be reduced from 525 pounds to 450 pounds. 

Range.- The effect of raxkrecovery ratio on the maximum range of 
the airplane, for altitudes of 20,000 and 40,000 feet, is shown in 
figure 17. It was assumed that the flight for maximum range was made 
at constant altitude. The engine speed and airplane velocity decreased 
as the fuel load was consumed. However, the magnitude of these changes 
was SIELll. A description of the method used for calculating range is 
given in reference 4. The flight condition for maximum range 'was 
considered to be at the point of tangency of the drag versus velocity 
'curve and of the thrust versus velocity curve representing a constant 
fuel consumption per mile. 

The range of the fighter airplane is seen, in figure 17, to vary 
considerably with ram-recovery ratio. It is also shown that the 
adverse effect of airinductio>system pressure losses on range increases 
with altitude. 

At lower ram-recovery ratios, the jet engine of the airplane 
must operate at a higher percentage of its rated rotational speed 

. 
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for best range flight-; Thus the fuel consumption per mile is 
increased and the range is reduced. The following table gives the 
percent of rated rotational speed of the jet-engtie and the 
cruising velocity, at a point during flight for maxim range where 
the fuel has been consumed. 

Raz+recovery ratio 20,000 feet 40,000 feet 
Hi - P, 

=o - PO vO 
Percent 

N 
To- Percent 

N 

0.x) 361 85.0 399 89.7 
.60 368 83.7 86.9 

1.00 370 82.3 E 84.7 
‘ 

CONCLTJSIONS 

In an analysis of the effect of pressure recovery on the 
performance of a jet-propelled airplane, it is shown that: . 

1. Ram-recovery ratio 
HI - P, 

Ho - PO 
was the 'parameter most suitable 

to indicate themefficiency of the air-induction system. 

2. Reduction ti ram-recovery ratio considerably reduced the net 
thrust and increased the specific fuel consumption of the typical 
jet engine. 

3* The resultant effects on the performance-of a fighter-type 
airplane powered by this typical jet-engine were of sufficient 
magnitude to make high efficiency of the air-induction system of -- 
major importance. 

4. As airplanes are developed which have higher dra@ivergence 
Mach numbers and which utilize more powerful jet engines, high ram- 
recovery ratios for the aii-induction systems will become even more 
necessary, if maximum performance is to be realized. 

. 

Ames Aeronaut&al Laboratory, - 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautica, 

Moffett Field, Calif. 
. 
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AE'FENDIXA 

Relation between RaGRecovery Ratio and Mach Number 

By'definition, the ranrrecovery ratio is 

HI - pQ p,-- 
1 

Ho - PO “T. gQ _ 1 
PO 

For an isentropic process 
Y 

PO 

( -1 
Substituting 1 + + Mo2 > Ho 

for P, 
in the equation 

ram-recovery ratio, the following expression is obtained: 

. 

I 

or 

H1 -p. 

Y 
*r-l 

-1 

7 

>- 
7-1-, 

The ram-recovery ratio m.y also be written as 

(Al) 

for the 

where the term (1 + q) is the compressibility correction. 
should be noted that at low Mach numbers the r-recovery ratio may 

. . be approximated by 1 - since the compressibility correction . 

c 1 is small. l 

(A31 

It 

:I 
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ABPENDIXB 

Derivation of the Energy Ratfo 

Using the energy equation 

V2 
cp to + + = cp To 

and the relation 
7-l 

% 
LJ- PO, 7 

F=H 032) 

the following equation is obtained: 

gcp ~o-To(gq 

(Bl) 

(B3) 

This quantity represents the actual kinetic energy per pound of the 
free-stream air. At the compressor Met the pressure is Hz and 
the air temperature is T1. V~,..is assumed to be equal to zero. If 
these quantities are reconverted to free-stream conditions where the 
free-stream static pressure is po, an air velocity of Vor is 
obtained which is less than V, because of pressure losses In the 

duct system. Equation (B3) then becomes 

Since the air flow through the duct system is assumed to be adiabatic, 
T1 = To and the ratio of the kinetic energy recovered to the ldnetic 
energy available is 

Since 

( 
-- 

PO 
=Ho 1+r 

-ls2) 7r-1 
2 

(35) 

I 
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.- the ratio of the kinetic energy recovered to the kinetic energy 
available my be expres sea, in terms of Mo and Ho/H=, as 

l- (7 - '1, M, 
2' [(SJ? l] ma 
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Figure /I.- Toto/ drug for /evel f//ghf and mf fhtusf. 
IV, IO0 percent; Rum-recovery folio, LOO. 
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True air speed, miles per hour 

Figure /2.- Effect of rom-recovery ruf/o on fhe muximum /eve/ 
flight speed and best c/lmb speed fiw u fyplcol furbojet 
rr/rp/ane . 
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Figure 14.0 Effect of rum-recovery rut/o on fhe 
m4R’l’mum /eve/ speed of 4 fyp/cu/ #uf&ojet 
drphne . 
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@pm IS,- Effect of ram-recopy roth tm the mte of climb at& the to 
dimb for a t.‘ca/ turbojet alrphne. 
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Figure 16.9 Percent change 1’ the rote of chb 
and the to chb to 40sOO0 feet with 
decfeoshg rum-fecovery rot/o for 0 typ/ccr/ 
turbojet o@/one . 
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Rem recovery rut/o 

figurn 1% Effecf of mm-rewvefy rot/o on fhe funge 
of 0 typ/co/ turbo/et dtp/one. 
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